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Wren  Feathers 
Baby goat/lamb pattern 

As always this pattern is © by me (Jennie Bagrowski) and is for your personal use only, you MAY share it by linking to this 
blog, you may NOT sell it or upload it to any site without my permission.  If you sell things made from this pattern I’d 
appreciate credit for the pattern design.     
If you downloaded this elsewhere it was stolen from:  http://jenwrenne.wordpress.com    
I assume you have basic sewing knowledge and the explanation should suffice, but if you need help please email me! 
Quarter inch seams allowed unless otherwise specified. 
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Since April’s family raises goats, it seemed important that she have a few as photo props.  I thought it would be an easy 
matter to just find a pattern, but most stuffed goat patterns I could find had bodies more similar to horses, and though 
they are both 4-legged farm animals, their shapes are actually quite different: 

 

  
 

It’s even easier to see the differences if you make them the same size and superimpose the outlines in different ways.  
Making the legs the same distance apart, the goat has a much lower back and belly and smaller head.  Making the torsos 
the same, we can see the goat’s legs are spread wider apart, the angle of the front leg is different and the neck is longer.  
Looking at the shapes of the head, note the differences not just in shape and size, but placement of eye and mouth and 
ears.  The pattern I ultimately came up with was based on a tracing of a photo of a goat, so the proportions are about as 

authentic as it gets! 
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**Note**  This is intended as a display animal not a toy for young children.  Please be aware of choking/poking 
hazards from leg wires/sticks, bead eyes, etc. and modify the instructions/pattern as necessary to make it safe if you 

plan to give it to a child. 

You will need: 

• Flannel/felt/wool/very thin fake fur 

• Beads/felt/safety eyes 

• Forceps for turning 

• Stuffing 

• Chopsticks/bamboo skewers/q-tips/wire for stiffening legs 

• Paint/chalk/markers for adding details (optional) 
 

The fabric I used for mine was a sort of felt with fur bonded to it that I found in the fake fur aisle.  The thickness was 
about the same as fleece.  If you are using fake fur, you’ll need to be aware of the “nap” or direction the fur falls in and 
make sure you’re cutting the pieces out so the fur is pointing the correct direction that it would be growing on a goat.   
 
For an angora goat, you can use loops of natural colored bouclé yarn sewed along the spine to simulate the long locks of 
mohair.  Another option to make the goat even more authentic is to make it from wool or wool-blend felt, and use wool 
to stuff at least the very top edge of its back and then needle felt in some actual mohair locks. 
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Types of goats and a word about scale: 
Real adult pygoras (what April’s family has) are about 18-23” tall as measured at the withers.  Other goat sizes can vary 
greatly, up to about 35” for some breeds 
Since an 18” doll is 1/3 the scale of a comparably aged child, using the 1/3 ratio, an adult goat would be about 6-7” at 
the withers.  This one is meant to be a young goat, so the size is a little smaller.  It stands about 6” at the top of its head.  
While you can certainly enlarge the pattern, I don’t recommend reducing it much, since it would be next to impossible to 
turn the legs.     
 
Eyes, nose, ears, tail 
Eyes and nose can be embroidered or cut from felt and glued/sewed on.  Another option for eyes is beads/buttons or 
safety eyes.  Note that safety eyes need to be attached before sewing the goat together! 
 
The seam allowances (1/4”) are included on all pieces but only marked on the ears and tail.  If you’re making this from 
flannel or something that would fray, you’ll need to line them, so cut two and use the seam allowances.  If you’re using 
felt or a non-fray fabric, just cut one on the seam allowance line. 
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You can see the seam lines better on these pix – they were the ones I took for myself while making the muslin to 

remember the construction order that worked best 
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To enclose the ears in the head seam, make a pleat in the ear and pin/baste to head.
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Trim leg seams as much as possible, clip curves, use forceps to turn.  For sturdy legs, wrap something stiff (I used cotton 
swabs) in quilt batting/stuffing and push into legs. 

 
Sew closed by hand at the belly.  Make sure to pull tightly enough that the legs don’t splay.  Curl the tail as shown and 
tack in place.  
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Q-T Pie (Can you guess why he’s named that? ) 
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